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Hoss Rogers Hoss Roger's art studio is in Tempe, Arizona. Embellished with 

vintage bicycles and found objects and art. His eclectic style is reflected in his 

funky southwestern pop style. Hoss started creating jewelry in middle school 

using silver and turquoise influenced by the native American art as well as 

Hispanic culture which includes, lowriders, hot rods, and old trucks that he 

was exposed to growing up in the Southwest. He is not afraid to experiment, 

take risks and explore rather mundane objects in a new way. This exploration 

is exemplified in his set of vintage New Mexico license plate bracelets. His 

pieces incorporate found objects: bracelets made from his son's favorite Hot 

Wheels, glass hearts and old screws and bolts set in solid Sterling Silver and 

juxtaposed with shiny gems and intricate stamped detail. He studied at ASU under David Pimentel.Â After art school 

Hoss spent 12 years living in Taos New Mexico being influenced by the culture and many local artists. His detailed and 

unique stamping technique was born of this experience. A He has 

explored other disciplines of art and design and has diverted into large 

public works pieces like the 10 ft. tall Fender Stratocaster guitar featuring 

a Día de Los Muertos dancing couple designed and created in 

conjunction with his wife and sometimes collaborator Barbara 

Samanich.(sammyart.com) This spectacular work was sponsored by his 

friend and celebrity Roger Clyne with the band Roger Clyne and the 

Peacemakers. Hoss's accomplishments include numerous gallery shows 

winning the Precious Metals & Precious objects best of show at the 

Phoenix Art Center. Currently 

his palette includes 

sustainable antique tiles, sleeping beauty turquoise, coral, sterling silver and 

on occasion 14K gold.Â "People often cry when they are given a custom gift 

made by me, the custom nature of the work touches their hearts." Each 

custom piece is created personally for the collector giving them a voice and 

letting them make their own personal statement. "Some of my most 

popular pieces are sterling cuffs with the names of loved ones stamped with 

passion on top of the sterling band. To view more of Roger's work please 

visit www.HossRogers.com. 
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